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THE MISCREANT MOLVI’S FUTILE AND SHAMELESS ATTEMPT TO DEFEND TARIQ
JAMEEL

In an utterly shameless and futile attempt to defend Tariq Jameel’s public act of Fisq and
Fujoor, the miscreant Molvi Sajid Khan descended to the very bottom of the barrel of falsehood
with his LIE that the pictures about Tariq Jameel are ‘fake’.

The Brother from Pakistan commenting on the shenanigans of Molvi Sajid Khan, writes:

Once again I thank you for refuting Moulvi Sajid Khan. I am looking forward to your detailed
refutation of ladies' Tablighi Jamat. I would like to bring to your attention the shamelessness of
this Moulvi. Today the Moulvi has written that the photo is fake, it has been edited. This https:/
/m.facebook.com/AllamaSajidKhanNaqshbandi/photos/a.829984100410114.1073741828.8292
55457149645/857370831004774/?_e_pi_=7%2CPAGE_ID10%2C2145494591
is the link of his post. But his desperate, crazy attempt to save Moulana Tariq Jameel is all
debunked by the same picture Imran Khan has posted on his official facebook account
here
https://m.facebook.com/ImranKhan.Official/photos/pcb.1112054085503677/111205382550370
3/?_e_pi_=7%2CPAGE_ID10%2C3308668103
with the title "Maulana Tariq Jameel and family visited Bani gala for an iftaar today". They have
been posted on July 6 at 09:28.You can see other pictures of Moulana Tariq Jameel at Bani
Gala on the same account by seeing the 6th July pictures. Moulvi Sajid Khan said that some
shameless people without evidence said that one of the two women on the dining table is
Moulana Tariq Jameel's wife. We never said such a thing, so it does not harm our refutation. All
I would say about Moulvi Sajid Khan's futile attempts is he is bereft of any shame, so he has
stooped so low to save Moulana TariqJameel. Rasoolullah (SAW) 's statement:"ﻓاﺘﮏ اذﺎ
.Moulvis of kind these to rightly applies."اﻠﺤﯿاء ﻓاﻔﻌﻞ ﻣاﺸﺌﺖ

The fact that Imran Khan himself had publicized the haraam gathering with the pictures, is
sufficient stinking egg on the face of Molvi Sajid Khan.
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